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About 50% of metastatic melanomas harbor BRAF V600 mutations, most commonly a
V600E substitution, which constitutively hyper-activate the MAPK pathway and result in
oncogene addiction. Therefore, the emergence of BRAF inhibitors (BRAFi) into the clinical
arena have represented a true therapeutic paradigm shift for advanced melanomas. However,
the almost universal occurrence of acquired resistance to BRAFi and the overabundance of
initial partial responses (innate resistance) are urgent clinical problems that limit prolonged
patient survival. Our recent efforts have identified 2 core resistance pathways exhibited in
disease-progressive melanoma, MAPK reactivation mechanisms and PI3K–PTEN–AKT–
upregulating genetic alterations. We hypothesized that these essential survival signaling
pathways play a significant role in acute or adaptive resistance in BRAF -mutant melanoma. We
observed that BRAF inhibition leads to early and adaptive PI3K–AKT pathway signaling, where
preexisting determinants of AKT activation (e.g., PTEN mutation/expression status) limited this
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BRAFi-elicited PI3K–AKT signaling. However, the presence of a gain-of-function AKT mutant,
for instance, would lift this restriction via BRAFi-mediated signal amplification. This study
provided a mechanistic link between early, adaptive and late, acquired BRAF inhibitor
resistance

in

melanoma,

rationalizing

clinical

studies

to

target

both

MAPK

and

PI(3)K/AKT/mTOR pathways as combination therapy to delay tumor relapse. Combining
BRAF/MEK targeted therapy, to combat acquired BRAFi resistance mechanisms reactivating
the MAPK pathway, has been tested to be clinically superior to BRAFi monotherapy but is still
challenged by acquired resistance. We show that melanomas acquire resistance to combined
BRAF/MEK inhibition by augmenting or combining mechanisms observed in single -agent BRAFi
resistance. Hyper-activated MAPK signaling configurations strongly favor ERK phosphorylation,
leading to growth/survival finely tuned to the levels of dual inhibitors present. We show that
excessive ERK rebound from MAPKi withdrawal induces cell-cycle slowdown (mediated by p38FRA1-JUNB induction) in weakly addicted, MAPKi-resistant melanoma cells but cell death (by
DNA damage and AIF cleavage) in strongly addicted cells. Insights on mechanisms of drug
addiction have provided translational potential of novel combination therapy utilizing the
synthetic lethality between ERK super-activation and DNA damage. Taken together, our studies
have provided rationale for rapid translation of novel combination therapy to overcome relapse.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
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Treating advanced melanoma has been an intractable problem for many decades.
Knowledge of BRAF V600 mutations as drivers of about 50% of metastatic melanoma led to the
successful development and clinical use of BRAF inhibitors (BRAFi) (first targeted therapy for
melanoma; approved by the FDA in 2011). However, the almost u niversal occurrence of
acquired BRAFi resistance severely limits survival benefits 1-3. Extensive studies have shown
that melanoma frequently acquires BRAFi resistance via reactivating the MAPK (RAF ->MEK>ERK) pathway, which is the very pathway targeted by BRAFi, through activation of the BRAF
substrate, MEK. Although several molecular mechanisms underlie MEK reactivation, the
strategy of combining BRAF and MEK inhibition to suppress acquired resistance was tested
clinically and shown to be superior to BRAFi monotherapy (the first combo BRAF plus MEK
targeted therapy was approved in 2014). However, this combinatorial targeted therapy is still
beset by acquired resistance, where the initial tumor shrinkage is typically partial, providing
niduses for eventual disease progression caused by acquired drug resistance 4.
Studies show that melanomas with late or acquired resistance to a BRAFi display
molecular or genetic alterations that lead to MAPK pathway reactivation 5-9. Our recent efforts
have identified the core resistance pathways, in which 70% of disease-progressive melanoma
tissues exhibited MAPK reactivation mechanisms and 22% harbored PI3K–PTEN–AKT–
upregulating genetic alterations, unveiling the extent of tumor heterogeneity during disease
progression10. Therefore, we wanted to explore and test the hypothesis that these essential
survival signaling pathways, MAPK and PI3K–PTEN–AKT, play a significant role in acute or
adaptive resistance in BRAF-mutant melanoma. It is unclear what adaptive signal(s) underlies
initial incomplete tumor responses and whether a deficiency in such adaptive signaling might
favor genetic selection for its upregulation.
To understand the adaptive alterations in signal transduction crosstalk/feedback and
transcriptional output with targeted inhibition of the MAPK pathway, we confirmed our
hypothesis of the pervasive rebound of p-AKT, as well as RTKs, PIP3, pleckstrin homology
2

domain recruitment in both clinical melanoma biopsy specimens and in in vitro cell line models
with acute MAPK pathway inhibition. Pre-existing determinant of AKT activation (such as PTEN
expression) limited this BRAFi-elicited PI3K–AKT signaling, which could be rescued by the
introduction of a mutant AKT1 (Q79K) known to confer acquired BRAFi resistance 10.
Functionally, AKT1 Q79K conferred BRAFi resistance via amplification of BRAFi-elicited PI3K–
AKT signaling. In addition, mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway inhibition enhanced
clonogenic growth dependency on PI3K or AKT. Thus, adaptive or genetic upregulation of AKT
critically participates in melanoma survival during BRAFi therapy. This study provides a
mechanistic link between early, adaptive and late, acquired BRAF inhibitor resistance in
melanoma, with early BRAFi-induced signaling alterations shaping the subsequent evolutionary
selective pressure. These findings argue for upfront, combined targeting of the mutant BRAF
genotype and a pervasive drug-adaptive, AKT-dependent tumor response.
As mentioned earlier, 70% of disease-progressive melanoma tissues exhibited MAPK
reactivation mechanisms10. The convergence of many of these mechanisms of acquired BRAFi
resistance to reactivate the MAPK pathway provided a strong rationale for combined
BRAF/MEK targeting to overcome BRAFi resistance. This strategy which has recently entered
the clinical arena with dabrafenib+trametinib poised to supplant BRAFi monotherapy for most
patients10. However, acquired resistance to combined BRAF/MEK inhibition still limits the long term survivability of advanced BRAF mutant melanoma. Therefore, we wanted to further
investigate mechanisms of disease progression resulting from combined MAPK-targeted
therapies. We hypothesized that the intransigence of acquired resistance in response to dual
MAPK targeting may be due to preferential selection for MAPK-distinct core pathways in the
context of extensive inter-patient, inter-tumor and intra-tumor melanoma heterogeneity with
respect to resistance mechanisms and clonal divergence.
Our finding validated our hypothesis that acquired resistance to BRAF and MEK cotargeting is driven by highly tunable-combinatorial mechanisms of resistance underscores the
3

intrinsic limitation of dual MAPK pathway targeting.

We observed that, in the context of

acquired BRAFi+MEKi resistance, genetic alterations accounting for acquired BRAFi resistance
were frequently re-encountered but augmented in terms of gene dosage gains or losses. The
notion that melanomas re-iterate and augment BRAFi resistance mechanisms to escape from
BRAF/MEK co-targeting was further supported by human melanoma cell line work. Upfront
treatment with BRAFi+MEKi showed that such resistance resulted from either ultra-amplification
of V600EBRAF or low-amplitude V600EBRAF amplification concurrent with an activating MEK1
mutation (F129L). Supra-physiologic expression of V600EBRAF resulted in CRAF (and thus
MEK) activation, likely resulting from V600EBRAF-CRAF dimerization, whereas MEK1 with
mutations in or near helix A/C strongly promoted interaction with over -expressed V600EBRAF,
likely resulting in MEK activation. Thus, the BRAF-CRAF-MEK signalsome is highly tunable (via
expression or mutational alterations) to confer cross-resistance to BRAFi and/or MEKi. ERK
inhibition could effectively reverse the double-drug resistance phenotype but only with continued
suppression of the BRAF-CRAF-MEK signalsome. Lastly, acute de-suppression of the BRAFCRAF-MEK signalsome by drug treatment withdrawal led to ERK hyper-activation and a
remarkable loss of melanoma cell viability. Exploiting melanoma addiction to BRAFi+MEKi for
therapeutic gain is being tested, via intermittent drug dosing, in the clinic (SWOG/CTEP S1320).
Our recent discovery that BRAFi+MEKi withdrawal from melanoma cell lines with
acquired resistance to these double drugs led to loss of fitness 11, gave rise to further studies to
uncover mechanisms that lead to drug addiction in hopes to exploit this novel vulnerability for
therapeutic gain. We show the loss of growth fitness is contributed via induction of either a form
of cell death termed necrosis or a state of slow-cycling persistence. Furthermore, the relative
induction of these two processes varies depending on the extent of the MAPKi addiction
phenotype: 1) necrosis associated in particular with strong addiction and 2) a state of slowcycling persistence, which is the majority cell population response with weak MAPKi addiction.

4

To further characterize the signaling routes mediating the two different phenotypes of
drug addiction, we validated a hypothesis that double-drug withdrawal led to p-ERK rebound, in
which the extent determined the strength of MAPKi addiction. We uncovered that this rebound
led to cFOS/FOSB and CDKN1A transcriptional upregulation along with enrichment of JUNB
and FOSL1/FRA1 binding. The function of p38-FRA1-JUNB was critical for cell-cycle slowdown,
a phenotype attributed to weak MAPKi addiction, but not cell death induced by double-drug
withdrawal. Instead, cell death induced by MAPKi withdrawal specifically correlated with and
was dependent on AIF truncation/nuclear localization and DNA damage marked by p-H2AX in
the highly addicted cells. Importantly, impairing the DNA damage respon se, e.g., by inhibiting
ATM, PARP1 or BRCA1 knockdown, induced cell death in weakly addicted cells upon MAPKi
withdrawal, suggesting a salvage therapy exploiting drug addiction for MAPKi resistance.
Based on these studies, we gained a better understanding of the core resistance
pathways as well as tumor heterogeneity and fitness which emerge under drug selection. We
have provided insights on mechanisms with the translational potential of novel combination
therapy, such as upfront with combined PI3K-AKT-MAPK therapy or drug holiday regimens, to
attenuate and overcome disease progression resulting from MAPK-targeted therapies. Further
understanding will help develop diagnostic tools to predict which patients may benefit from
combinatorial treatments for rapid translation to patient-based, biomarker-directed, mechanismfocused clinical trials, in hopes to achieve more durable responses.

5
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ABSTRACT
Melanoma with acquired resistance to BRAF plus MEK inhibitors loses fitness with inhibitor
withdrawal in a process termed drug addiction. Understanding the molecular basis of this cancer
vulnerability and its phenotypic variations may offer exploitable opportunities. We show that
double-drug (MAPKi) withdrawal induces cell-cycle slowdown in weakly addicted, MAPKiresistant melanoma cells but cell death in strongly addicted cells. Double-drug withdrawal led to
p-ERK rebound, the extent of which determined the strength of MAPKi addiction, and led to
cFOS/FOSB and CDKN1A transcriptional upregulation along with enrichment of JUNB and
FOSL1/FRA1 binding. The function of p38-FRA1-JUNB was critical for cell-cycle slowdown but
not cell death induced by double-drug withdrawal. Instead, cell death induced by MAPKi
withdrawal specifically correlated with and was dependent on AIF truncatio n/nuclear localization
and DNA damage marked by p-H2AX in the highly addicted cells. Importantly, impairing the
DNA damage response, e.g., by inhibiting ATM, PARP1 or BRCA1 knockdown, induced cell
death in weakly addicted cells upon MAPKi withdrawal, suggesting a salvage therapy exploiting
drug addiction for MAPKi resistance.
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INTRODUCTION
Metastatic melanoma is a deadly form of skin cancer with generally a very poor prognosis,
because of its high resistance to therapeutic regimens 1. Treatment options have been expanded
with the discovery that approximately half of metastatic melanomas carry a mutant form of
BRAF, which constitutively hyper-activate the MAPK pathway and result in oncogene addiction 2.
Therefore, the use of BRAF inhibitors (BRAFi) in the clinical arena represents a true therapeutic
paradigm shift for advanced melanomas, since they reproducibly and predictably elicit an
impressive clinical regression, with anti-tumor responses in 60-80% of treated patients.
However, the almost universal occurrence of acquired resistance to BRAFi and the high
frequency of partial responses (due to adaptive resistance and drug tolerance) severely limit
survival benefits3-5. The majority of resistance mechanisms lead to reactivation of the MAPK
pathway, most commonly through RTK upregulation, RAS mutation, BRAF truncation or
amplification, or MEK mutation 6-10, providing strong rationale to combine BRAF and MEK
inhibition therapy to supplant BRAFi monotherapy for most patients. However, this combinatorial
targeted therapy is still beset by acquired resistance 11.
Melanomas acquire resistance to combined BRAF/MEK inhibition by augmenting or
combining mechanisms observed in single-agent BRAFi resistance12. The exaggerated genetic
configurations encompassed gain-of-function (e.g.,
amplification) and LOF (e.g.,

F127V

V600E

BRAF ultra-amplification,

G12R

NRAS

PTEN, deletions affecting PTEN, CDKN2A, DUSP4)

alterations, and their combinations with

V600E

BRAF-MUTMEK1 interactions that impart altered

molecular interactions underlying MAPK pathway reactivation and furthermore, promoting
double drug resistance 12. The buildup of MAPK signaling deliver a lethal dose of signaling once
both inhibitors were acutely removed, leading to a loss of fitness and dependency to MAPK
inhibitors for survival12. The phenomenon of drug addiction was associated in melanoma with
acquired resistance to BRAFi+MEKi than those to single BRAFi treatment alone 12. The notion of
62

whether drug withdrawal or regimented drug holidays can forestall acquired resistan ce is being
tested in an on-going clinical trial (SWOG/NCI S1320) testing continuous vs. intermittent
BRAFi+MEKi therapy for patients with advanced and unresectable BRAF mutant melanoma 12.
The “drug-addiction” phenotype provides a promising opportunity for the treatment of
relapse melanoma. Yet, the mechanisms that contribute to the loss of viability and cell death
upon drug holiday are largely unknown. In this study, we will provide insights on mechanisms
mediating drug holiday effects with the translational potential of novel combination therapy to
overcome relapse.

RESULTS
Phenotypic variations of MAPKi addiction
V600

BRAF mutant melanoma adapted to BRAF inhibitor has been shown to display loss of

fitness due to inhibitor withdrawal in a process known as drug addiction 12, and the degree of
drug addiction increases with adaptation to double-drugs or BRAF and MEK inhibitors (BRAFi
and MEKi) 12. Since the depth of drug addiction correlates with the degree of p -ERK rebound
upon drug(s) withdrawal12 and acquired resistance mechanisms vary in terms of the degree of
p-ERK reactivation or hyper-activation12, we assessed eight double-drug resistant (DDR)
melanoma cell lines chronically treated with the BRAFi+MEKi for variations in their responses to
double-drug withdrawal. In this analysis, we also included one

Q61

NRAS mutant melanoma cell

line with acquired resistance to MEKi (M245 single-drug resistant 4 or SDR4). Among these
melanoma cell lines with acquired resistance to MAPK pathway inhibitors (MAPKi), four cell
lines, including M245 SDR4, displayed strong MAPKi addiction, whereas five lines were weakly
addicted based on long-term clonogenic assays (Figure 1a). By vital imaging of the MAPKiresistant cell lines during the initial days after MAPKi withdrawal, we ob served that the weakly
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addicted MAPKi-resistant cell lines responded by slowing down proliferation, whereas the
strongly addicted MAPKi-resistant cell lines responded by losing viability (Figure 1b and
Supplementary Data 1 and 2). Consistent with these observations, the strongly addicted MAPKiresistant cell lines underwent greater cell death upon MAPKi withdrawal when compared to the
weakly addicted cell lines (Figure 1c). On the other hand, weakly addicted MAPKi -resistant cell
lines continued to divide more extensively after MAPKi withdrawal, compared to the strongly
addicted cell lines (Figure 1d). Furthermore, greater fractions of persisting cells, after MAPKi
withdrawal, displayed senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining in the strongly addicted
MAPKi-resistant cell lines (Figure 1e), suggesting a reduced proliferative potential. In general,
induction of cell death and cell cycle arrest correlated positively with the extent of the MAPKi
addiction phenotype (Figure 1f).

ERK rebound drives MAPKi addiction
We then assessed whether the degrees of p-ERK induction (fold-change from baseline) were
causally related to variations in the drug addiction phenotype. Strongly addicted MAPKi resistant cell lines displayed a greater rebound in the p -ERK levels when compared to the
weakly addicted lines (Figures 2a and b). Moreover, a sub -optimal dose of an ERK inhibitor
(ERKi) (Figure 2c), when added to the strongly addicted MAPKi-resistant cell lines concomitant
with MAPKi withdrawal, completely reversed cell death induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figure
2d). In both strongly and weakly addicted cell lines, a low dose of ERKi completely reversed
slow-cycling and/or cell cycle arrest induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figure 2e). As a result, sub optimal ERKi protected MAPKi-resistant cell lines from clonogenic growth suppression spurred
by BRAFi+MEKi or MEKi (M245 SDR4) withdrawal (Figure 2f).
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We also tested whether augmenting p-ERK rebound in a weakly addicted MAPKiresistant cell line would enhance double-drug addiction. V600EBRAF amplification has previously
been associated with BRAFi10 or (BRAFi+MEKi) 12 addiction in acquired resistant tumors or cell
lines. Also, V600EBRAF amplification has shown to be a recurrent cause of MAPK reactivation in
clinically acquired resistance and results in super-physiologic levels of
V600E

V600E

BRAF-CRAF or

BRAF-MEK (WT or mutant) complexes that activate ERK 12. Thus, we engineered

exogenous V600EBRAF in the weakly addicted MAPKi resistant lines M229 DDR4 (Figure 2g) and
SKMEL28 DDR1 (data not shown), which increased p-ERK levels on or off double-drug
treatment but resulted in a net increase in p-ERK rebound upon double-drug withdrawal. Upon
MAPKi withdrawal, over-expression of V600EBRAF enhanced cell death (Figure 2h), reduced cell
division (Figure 2i), and suppressed growth assayed by clonogenic survival or counts of viable
cells (Figures 2j and 2k). Consistent with previous findings (Figure 1f), induction of cell death
and cell cycle arrest correlated positively with the extent of the MAPKi addiction phenotype and
depended critically on p-ERK rebound levels (Figure 2l).

Drug withdrawal activates p38-FRA1/JUNB and slows cell-cycling
To identify the effectors of MAPKi addiction in resistant melanoma, we generated RNA-Seq
profiles of one strongly (M249 DDR5) and one weakly (SKMEL28 DDR1) addicted MAPKresistant line on BRAFi+MEKi (6 h) or off (6 h and 24 h). From genes that were induced (≥ 2 fold
increase) by double-drug withdrawal in both MAPKi-resistant cell lines and at both time points
(Supplementary Figure 1), we analyzed for transcriptional factor (TF) binding motif enrichment
of the differentially up-expressed genes (Figure 3a). Among the six TFs whose binding motifs
were enriched, four (JUNB, FOSL1/FRA1, FOSL2, c-JUN) belonged to the AP-1 family. Among
these, JUNB and FOSL1/FRA1 transcripts were induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figure 3b). At
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the protein level, total FRA1 (and also p-FRA1) and total JUNB were both induced by MAPKi
withdrawal, together with induction of total c-FOS (and p-c-FOS), FOSB, and phosphorylation
levels of the upstream kinase p38 (Figure 3c and see below). In both weakly addicted MAPKi resistant cell lines (SKMEL28 DDR1 and M229 DDR4), double-drug withdrawal induced levels
of p-FRA1, p-p38 and the cell cycle inhibitor p21 (Figure 3d). Treatment with a p38 inhibitor
(p38i) during MAPKi withdrawal reduced the levels of the substrate p -HSP27 but not p21.
However, treatment with p38i with FRA-1 knockdown during MAPKi withdrawal abolished p21
induction. Functionally, p38i treatment plus FRA-1 knockdown accelerated cell-cycling of weakly
addicted cell lines in the absence of MAPKi (Figure 3e) and recovered about 40-60% of viable
cell loss induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figures 3f and 3g; Supplementary Figure 2a).
Furthermore, as JUNB was induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figures 3b and 3h), we also knocked
down JUNB. JUNB knockdown increased p21 levels in the presence of MAPKi. However, joint
JUNB and FRA1 knockdown abolished p21 induction by MAPKi withdrawal (Figure 3h).
Consistent with this finding, shJUNB together with shFRA1 strongly recovered the growth of
weakly addicted MAPKi-resistant cell lines after double-drug withdrawal (Figure 3i and
Supplementary Figure 2b). However, knockdown of FRA1 together with p38i treatment in a
strongly addicted MAPKi-resistant cell line, M249 DDR5, only minimally reduced p21 induced by
MAPKi withdrawal and did not regain cell-cycling or cell numbers (Figure 3k; Supplementary
Figure 2c) likely because the major phenotype, drug withdrawal-induced cell death, was not
impacted (Figure 3l). Thus, M249 DDR5 was still strongly addicted to BRAF i+MEKi despite
FRA1 knockdown and p38 inhibition (Figure 3m).

Drug withdrawal induces DNA damage and cell death
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To identify processes that drive the strong MAPKi addiction phenotype (i.e., cell death upon
drug withdrawal), we analyzed the RNASeq data sets generated from SKMEL28 DDR1 (weakly
addicted) and M249 DDR5 (strongly addicted) for differential gene set enrichment (C2, CGP, C6
and cancer hallmark data sets in MSigDB version 5.1) between these two MAPKi-resistant cell
lines under each condition (on drug for 6 h, off drug for 6 h, off drug for 24 h). We then selected
for gene sets which showed higher (median log2 difference of 1.25 fold or 25% up -expression)
gene set enrichment in one cell line compared to the other in either the 6 h or 24 h off drug
condition, provided that this differential enrichment was higher (by 25%) than that observed in
the baseline (on drug for 6 h) condition. The gene sets that were more s trongly enriched in
M249 DDR5 off MAPKi for 6 h or 24 h are listed in (Figure 4a). As expected, gene sets induced
by MAPK hyper-activation were preferentially enriched in the strongly MAPKi-addicted cell line,
M249 DDR5. Importantly, several gene sets induced by DNA damage were also preferentially
enriched in M249 DDR5 when withdrawn from MAPKi. Indeed, when we probed for the levels of
p-H2AX, a marker of DNA damage and mediator of repair during MAPKi withdrawal, only the
strongly addicted MAPKi-resistant cell line, M249 DDR5, displayed p-H2AX induction, which
was more evident in the nuclear fraction (Figure 4b).
We hypothesized that a strong p-ERK rebound might induce mitochondrial dysfunction
and ROS and thereby DNA damage. Indeed, MAPKi withdrawal induced pronounced levels of
mitochondrial ROS, swelling, and depolarization only in the strongly addicted MAPKi -resistant
cell lines (Supplementary Figure 3). Despite these observations, ROS quenchers (e.g., NAC,
Tiron) were not able to reduce cell death induced by MAPKi withdrawal in strongly addicted cell
lines (data not shown). These observations, however, implicated a potential role of AIF, which is
activated and cleaved by mitochondrial dysfunction or depolarization to induce cell death via
necrosis13-14. Consistent with this hypothesis, AIF accumulated in the nuclear fraction of M249
DDR5 but not M229 DDR4 after MAPKi withdrawal in conjunction with nuclear loss of PARP-1,
known to interact with AIF 15-16 (Figures 4b and 4c). By using the comet assay, we corroborated
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increased DNA damage in MAPKi-resistant cell lines with a strong addiction phenotype,
including M229 DDR4 with engineered V600EBRAF over-expression (Figure 4d). Consistent with
excessive p-ERK accumulation causing DNA damage, the timing of p-ERK rebound coincided
with p-H2AX induction in strongly MAPKi-addicted melanoma cell lines with acquired resistance
(Figure 4e).

AIF and H2AX signal cell death in response to MAPKi withdrawal
To assess the functional roles of AIF and H2AX in the cell death response to MAPKi withdrawal
in strongly drug-addicted resistant melanoma cells, we engineered M249 DDR5 and M245
SDR4 to express either shVector or shAIF (Figure 4f). Consistent with earlier findings (Figures
4b, 4c, and 4e), MAPKi withdrawal induced a cleaved form of AIF and loss of PARP-1 in the
nucleus. With AIF knockdown, MAPKi withdrawal-induced PARP-1 loss was partially
attenuated, suggesting that the known interaction between cleaved AIF and PARP-1 may be
important for nuclear PARP-1 loss. Importantly, knockdown of AIF diminished p-H2AX
accumulation, induced by MAPKi withdrawal (Figure 4f). Additionally, we directly knocked down
H2AX, which expectedly blocked the accumulation p-H2AX induced by MAPKi withdrawal
(Figure 4g). We then tested the functional impact of AIF or H2AX knockdown on MAPKi-induced
phenotypes. Both AIF or H2AX knockdown abrogated cell death (Figures 4h and 4i) , cell
division slow-down (Figures 4j and 4k), and loss of viable MAPKi-resistant melanoma cells
(Figures 4l and 4m) induced by MAPKi withdrawal. Moreover, since a sub-optimal dose of ERKi
could rescue strongly MAPKi-addicted resistant cell lines from drug withdrawal-induced cell
death, we tested whether treatment with a low dose of ERKi could abolish drug withdrawal induced DNA damage as measure by p-H2AX levels. Indeed, a low dose of ERKi added at the
time of BRAFi+MEKi (M249 DDR5) or MEKi (M245 SDR4) withdrawal completely ab olished the
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induction of p-H2AX (data not shown). Together, these findings indicate that AIF and DNA
damage are critical for the cell death phenotype induced by MAPKi withdrawal and ERK
rebound.

Inhibiting DNA damage repair promotes cell death in MAPKi addiction
Given that excessive ERK rebound leads to DNA damage and a predominantly cell death
(rather than slow-cycling) response upon MAPKi-withdrawal in strongly addicted resistant
melanoma cell lines, we hypothesized that inhibition of DNA damage repair in weakly addicted
cell lines would shift the drug addiction phenotype toward cell death. First, we assesse d whether
treatment of MAPKi-resistant melanoma cell lines that are weakly drug-addicted (i.e., display a
predominant cell-cycle, slow-down response to MAPKi withdrawal) with ATMi, PARPi or both
would compromise DNA damage repair, promoting DNA damage, cell death, and growth
suppression after MAPKi withdrawal. We found that only the combination of ATMi and PARPi
strongly promoted p-H2AX accumulation after BRAFi+MEKi withdrawal in the weakly addicted
cell lines, SKMEL28 DDR1 and M229 DDR4 (Figure 5a). Consistent with the WB results,
ATMi+PARPi co-treatment induced a 3-4 fold increase in cell death in both weakly addicted cell
lines on MAPKi but, off MAPKi, the ATMi+PARPi combination induced a 6 -10 fold increase in
cell death (Figure 5b). This difference, measured at one snapshot in time, was clearly
appreciable over time in long-term growth assays (Figure 5c). While ATMi+PARPi minimally
reduced clonogenic growth of weakly addicted cell lines on MAPKi, this combination treatment
while the cell lines were withdrawn from MAPKi strongly reduced clonogenic growth.
To confirm the functional importance of DNA damage or its repair in determining the
cellular fate (cell death vs. slow-cycling) of MAPKi-resistant melanoma cells off MAPKi, we
knocked down BRCA1 in weakly addicted cell lines and determined the p-H2AX levels induced
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by MAPKi withdrawal, with or without PARPi (Figure 5d). Again, down -regulation of DNA
damage repair strongly induced DNA damage in the absence of MAPKi. In cell death assays,
shBRCA1 with PARPi treatment led to a 0-3 fold induction of cell death on MAPKi in M229
DDR4 and SKMEL28 DDR1 but a 4-10 fold induction of cell death off MAPKi (Figure 5e). In
clonogenic assays, the strongest growth-suppressive condition was the combination of BRCA1
knockdown and PARPi treatment in the absence of BRAFi+MEKi (Figure 5f). Similarly, when we
quantified viable cell numbers of MAPKi-resistant cells in the absence of MAPKi (relative to the
presence of MAPKi), PARPi treatment alone had a marginal negative effect on the viable cell
number in the short-term while the combination of PARPi treatment with BRCA1 knockdown
already led to a > 50% loss of viability (Supplementary Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
For MAPK-targeted therapies, universal occurrence of acquired resistance severely limits
patient survival, despite BRAFi and their combination with MEK inhibitors (BRAFi+MEKi)
actively eliciting objective anti-tumor responses in 50-70% of patients. Melanomas that have
become resistant to BRAF and MEK inhibition become dependent on the presence of the drugs
for survival, a phenomenon we term “drug-addiction.” This study has elucidating signaling
pathways in MAPKi resistant melanomas responsible for the loss of growth fitness, providing
insights to exploit this novel melanoma vulnerability for therapeutic gain. First, we observe that
the loss of fitness upon drug withdrawal is contributed via induction of either a form of cell death
termed necrosis or a state of slow-cycling persistence. Furthermore, the relative induction of
these two processes varied depending on the extent of the drug addiction phenotype , strong
addiction associated with cell death and weak addiction with slow-cycling persistence.
Additionally, the strength of MAPKi addiction was strongly correlated with the exte nt of p-ERK
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rebound, where exogenous expression of

V600E

BRAF in the weakly addicted MAPKi resistant

lines resulted in augmenting p-ERK signaling upon double-drug withdrawal and shifted
phenotypes from slow-cycling to strong-addiction associated cell death. The importance of the
degree of MAPK hyper-activated signaling having detrimental effects on resistant melanomas
has translational implications. The use of vemurafenib to paradoxically activate MAPK signaling
in combination with drug holiday regimens in

mut

NRAS melanoma, as well as using drugs to

further stimulate the MAPK pathway are novel strategies that can overcome MAPKi-resistant
tumors.
We show that ERK signaling mediates 1) weak addiction via p38-FRA1-JUNB signaling
routes that result in the AP-1 complex and subsequent induction of p21, leading to slow cycle
persisters or 2) strong addiction via DNA damage and inability to repair high DNA insults,
leading to synthetic lethality by induction of AIF cleavage and p-H2AX. Radiologic images from
patients with melanoma, who were treated with BRAFi+MEKi therapy undergoing variable drug
holiday regimens, revealed that although specific clinical examples of tumor regression after
cessation of BRAFi+MEKi therapy could be identified, overall disease stabilizatio n or uniform
tumor regression leading to clinical remission was not observed 12. Moreover, majority of the
cases showed tumor growth deceleration, similar to the phenotype observed in weakly addicted
DDR lines12. Although drug holiday regimens are being implemented in the clinical arena, we
observe limitations to this approach. Our study reveals novel strategies to combat these
limitations by combining drug holiday regimens with pharmacological agents (PARPi and ATMi)
targeting the DNA Damage Response pathway, to enhance drug addiction vulnerability for a
more durable and profound therapeutic response.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture, Sub-line Derivation, Infection and Treatments
All cell lines were maintained in DMEM high glucose with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Omega
Scientific) and 2mM glutamine in humidified, 5% CO2 incubator. SDR and DDR sub -lines were
derived from parental melanoma cells (obtained from tumors) by seeding at a low density and
treating with BRAFi+MEKi (Selumetinib) or MEKi (Trametinib) every 2-3 days. Proliferative
colonies were ring-isolated and expanded. shFRA-1, shJunB and pLK0.1 vector were obtained
commercially (ThermoFisher). shBRCA-1 and vector (pGIPZ) were obtained from Damoiseaux
lab. All WT and DEL AIF constructs were subcloned into the doxycycline-repressible lentiviral
vector pLVX-Tight-Puro (ClontechLaboratories). All viral supernatants were generated by third generation lentiviral packaging using HEK293T cells and infections were carried out with
protamine sulfate. Stocks and concentrations of small-molecule inhibitors were made in DMSO.

Protein Detection
Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (Sigma) with protease inhibitor (Roche) and phosphatase
inhibitor (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) cocktails for Western blotting. Immuno -cytochemistry was
performed with Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibodies (Life Technologies) on 4% PFA fixed cells. Fluorophore signals were captured with a Zeiss microscope (AXIO Imager A1)
mounted with a charge-coupled device camera (Retiga EXi QImaging), and the images
captured by Image-pro plus 6.0. Nuclei were counterstained by DAPI. Western blots and
immunofluoresecence assays were performed using the following antibodies: p -ERK1/2
(T202/Y204), p-c-FOS (ser32), p-FRA1 (ser265), p-p38 MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182), p-HSP27
(Ser82), p-Histone H2A.X (Ser139), total ERK1/2, c-FOS, FRA1, FosB, p21, AIF, PARP,
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GAPDH (Cell Signaling Technology); TUBULIN (Sigma); BRAF (Santa Cruz). Western blot
quantification was performed using NIH ImageJ.

Cell Line-based Assays
Clonogenic assays were performed by plating cells at single-cell density in six-well plates with
fresh media and drug/media replenished every 2 days for 7 days, unless noted differently.
Colonies were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with 0.05% crys tal violet. % survival
assays were quantitated with cell counts taking an average of triplicate wells (in 6 well plates).
Cell death assays were performed by plating indicated MAPKi-resistant melanoma cell lines
with or without MAPKi(s) for 6 days (unless otherwise indicated), and staining with Annexin VFITC and PI for 15 minutes at room temperature before sample loading (LSR II Flow Cytometry,
BD Bioscience). CSFE (Molecular Probes) dilution detected by flow cytometry was used to
monitor cell division. 3µM of CFSE dye was loaded and assay carried out for 6 days. Samples
were collected and fixed in 2% PFA, and run with LSRII. Flow cytometry data were analyzed b y
the FlowJo Software. Senescence was assessed by Senescence-β-Galactosidase staining kit
(Cell Signaling Technologies) with inhibitors removed for 6 days. For vital imaging, cells were
plated onto gridded-dishes (Sigma) and imaged at indicated time-points at pre-designated
areas. The images were compiled into a time-lapse video using iMovie. Comet assays (Cell
Biolabs, Inc.) were performed by plating resistant melanoma lines in six-well plates in the
presence or absence of MAPKi for 6 days. Stranded breaks were assessed by following the
manufacturer’s recommendations, imaged with a Zeiss microscope (AXIO Imager A1) and
distance of tails measured with Image-pro plus 6.0.

RNASeq of Cell Lines and Tumors
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RNASeq data from melanoma cell lines were generated using 2x100bp paired end sequencing
using the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. Paired end reads were mapped to the UCSC hg19
reference genome using Tophat2 (Kim et al., 2013). Normalized expression levels of genes
were expressed in FPKM values as generated by cuffquant and cuffnorm (Trapnell et al., 2012).
Both programs were run with the option "--frag-bias-correct" and "--multi-read-correct" to
improve sensitivity (Roberts et al., 2011). For differential gene expression calls in the cell lines,
a gene was defined as differentially expressed when its expression increased or decreased by
at least two-fold. RNASeq runs on multiple sequencing lanes were independently mapped, and
the expression values of each gene (in FPKM) were averaged across multiple lanes. To
overcome noise in differential expression values caused by extremely low FPKM levels, we
added a pseudo-FPKM value of 0.1 to all expression values.

Transcription factor enrichment analysis
We collected reported transcription factor binding motifs in the form of position weight matrices
(PWMs) from the JASPAR database (Mathelier et al, 2014). Instead of using only a fixed PWM
score cutoff(s) as done in multiple PWM matching programs (oPOSSUM), we further estimated
the significance of the PWM score in a gene’s promoter, which is defined as -1500 to +1500 bp
from TSS, by comparing the score with a background distribution of the same PWM’s scores on
non-promoter regions from randomly selected genes.
Specifically, we collected 10000 random intragenic regions of length 3kbp which excluded the
genes’ promoter regions and, for each sequence, computed the best score of a PWM. These
scores would define an empirical background distribution of the PWM and we define a
significant match of the PWM if and only if the PWM score is greater than or equal to the 95 th
percentile of the background PWM scores (i.e having an empirical P ≤ 0.05) and having a PWM
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score of at least 0.75 (following the lowest cutoff in oPOSSUM). Our method would avoid
applying only the same absolute PWM score cutoff on PWMs with differing len gths and
complexities.
To estimate the enrichment of a TF’s PWM W in a set of co-regulated genes G, we then
compare the number of significant matches of W in the promoter regions in G (accounting for
possible multiple TSS for each gene) and compared the number of match against a set of
randomly selected promoter regions of the same size. We repeated the latter step 100000 times
to estimate the empirical enrichment P-value of the PWM. Finally, we corrected the PWM
enrichment P-values across all tested PWMs for multiple hypothesis testing using the
Benjamini-Hochberg (FDR) method. A TF’s PWM is defined as enriched in a set of genes when
its adjusted enrichment P-value ≤ 0.05

Gene Set Enrichment
Paired gene set enrichment analyses between isogenic off- versus on-drug lines or between two
different cell lines were performed as described previously (Hugo et al., 2015). We computed
differential gene set enrichments of the gene sets in the C2 CGP, C6 and Hallmark subsets
from the Molecular Signature Database of the Broad Institute between M249 DDR5 and
SKMEL28 DDR1 lines via the following steps:
1) We calculated log 2 fold changes (log 2 FC) of mRNA expression of each gene in M249
DDR5 compared to SKMEL28 DDR1 at all three treatment conditions, i.e., on -drug 6 h,
off-drug 6 and 24 h.
2) Based on the log 2 FC values, we computed the differential enrichment of each gene set
between M249 DDR5 and SKMEL28 DDR1 in all three treatment conditions (cut -off for
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differential enrichment: Wilcoxon rank-sum test between genes within the gene-set and
the rest of the genes; p value cutoff ≤ 0.05; median of up-expression across all genes in
the gene set ≥ 25%, i.e, median log 2 FC ≥ 0.322. Detailed methods in Hugo et al., Cell
2015).
3) To avoid including differential enrichment already present in on -drug condition, for each
of the gene sets meeting the cut-offs in step 2, we require that the difference between
the median log 2 FC in off-drug condition (either 6 or 24 h) is higher than the median log 2
FC in on-drug condition by at least 0.322 (1.25 fold higher).
4) For visualization purpose, we computed and plotted the single sample enrichment GSVA
scores of the selected gene sets from step 3. To calculate single sample gene set
enrichment, we used the GSVA program (Hanzelmann et al., 2013) to derive the
absolute enrichment scores for each sample. We used log2 CPM values using EdgeR
as input for GSVA (run in RNASeq mode).
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Figure 1. Phenotypic variations of MAPKi addiction
(A) Clonogenic survival assays comparing weakly and strongly MAPKi addicted resistant
melanoma cell lines of distinct genetic backgrounds and resistant mechanisms. DDR cell lines
were plated in BRAFi+MEKi, 1 µM each, and SDR line was plated in MEKi, 0.5µM, for 24 hrs
and then cultured for 8 days with or without specific inhibitor withdrawal (representative of three
independent repeats).
(B) Temporal vital imaging of M397 DDR poly (weakly) and M249 DDR5 (strongly) addicted
DDR cell lines in the presence or absence of MAPKi at indicated timepoints (image shown
representative of five independent fields).
(C-E) % of apoptosis measured by annexin V staining (C), CFSE dye dilution (D), and
senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining (E) comparing weakly versus strongly addicted
cell lines, with inhibitors withdrawn for 6 days.
(F) Correlation between changes in CFSE dye dilution (D, Fold change -FC) and in annexin V
staining (C) upon inhibitor(s) withdrawal.
BRAFi, vemurafenib; MEKi, selumetinib (for DDR) and Trametinib (for SDR).
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Figure 2. ERK rebound drives MAPKi addiction
(A) WB analysis of p-ERK levels with or without acute BRAFi+MEKi (DDR) or MEKi only (SDR)
withdrawal for 4 and 24 hr. TUBULIN, loading control.
(B) Quantification of p-ERK signals (24 hr) normalized to TUBULIN levels is shown for each cell
line relative to the baseline signals (no inhibitor withdrawal).
(C) WB analysis of p-ERK levels in the presence or absence of MAPKi(s) or ERKi (0.1µM) for
24 hr. TUBULIN, loading control.
(D-F) % of cell death (D-annexin V staining), rate of cell division (E-CFSE dye dilution) and
clonogenic survival assays (F) of weakly versus strongly addicted cell lines plated with or
without drugs or in the presence of ERKi only for 6 days.
(G) WB of p-ERK levels in SKMEL28 DDR1 line engineered to express V600EBRAF. Cells were
plated after 3 days of gene induction and were treated with or without acute BRA Fi+MEKi (1
µM) for 24 hr. TUBULIN, loading control.
(H-K) % of apoptosis (H), dilution of CFSE dye (I), and clonogenic growth (J) and cell count of
relative survival (K-FC in respect to MAPKi treatment) of SKMEL28 DDR1 stably expressing
Vector or V600EBRAF in the presence or absence of MAPKi for 6 days.
(L) Addition of V600EBRAF stably expressing weakly addicted lines in correlation of changes in
CFSE dye dilution (I) and in annexin V staining (H) upon inhibitor(s) withdrawal (Figure 1F).
ERKi SCH772984
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Figure 3. Drug withdrawal activates p38-FRA1/JUNB and slows cell-cycling
(A) Predicted network showing the targets of transcription factors enriched in the up -expressed
genes in SKMEL28 DDR1 and M249 DDR5 off-drug samples. The small nodes on the side
represent the up-expressed genes in each sample, with binding associations indicted by the
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grey lines connected to the transcription factors. N indicates the total number of up -expressed
genes in each sample; the percentage indicates the proportion of the up -expressed genes with
binding motifs of the each transcription factor.)
(B) Heatmap showing the mRNA expression levels of AP-1 complex genes in off-drug samples
compared to their respective on-drug samples.
(C) WB of indicated protein levels, observed in Figure 3 A,B in weakly and strongly addicted
MAPKi resistant lines. TUBULIN, loading control.
(D) Levels of proteins with FRA-1 knockdown in the weakly addicted MAPKi-resistant lines by
shRNA as shown by WB 72 hr after lentiviral infections, in the presence and absence of
indicated treatment for 24hrs. Tubulin as control.
(E-G) Dilution of CFSE dye (E), % of survival measured by cell count (F) and clonogenic
survival (G) of weakly addicted lines, M229 DDR4 and SKMEL28 DDR1, with stable knockdown
of FRA-1 in the presence and absence of indicated treatments for 7 days.
(H) Western analysis of indicated protein levels, in weakly addicted MAPKi resistant lines with
stable knockdown of FRA-1 and/or JunB with shRNA. TUBULIN, loading control.
(I) Clonogenic survival of FRA-1 and/or JunB knockdown in weakly addicted MAPKi resistant
lines
(J) Indicated protein levels measured by WB with FRA-1 knockdown in highly addicted, M249
DDR5, by shRNA, treated with or without MAPKi(s) and p38i for 24hrs.
(K-M) Dilution of CFSE dye (K), level of apoptosis (%) measured annexin V staining (L) and
clonogenic survival (M) of highly addicted, M249 DDR5, line with stable knockdown of FRA-1 in
the presence and absence of indicated treatments for 7 days.
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Figure 4. Drug withdrawal induces DNA damage and cell death, dependent on AIF and
H2AX signaling
(A) Heatmap showing the gene set variance analysis (GSVA) scores of gene signatures
differentially enriched in M249 DDR5 vs SKMEL28 DDR1 in off-drug conditions.
(B-C) Levels of AIF, PARP and p-H2AX measured by WB analysis (B) and immunofluorescence
(C) in MAPKi resistant cell lines with or without inhibitors for 1 and/or 3 days.
(Immunofluorescence- nuclei visualized by DAPI; ruler, 20 µM).
(D) DNA stranded breaks and damaged assessed by comet assay of weakly vs. strongly
addicted lines with inhibitors removed for 3 days. Tail length/moment were quantified (n = 5; FC
relative to inhibitors present as 100%).
(E) Temporal expression patterns of nuclear levels of p -H2AX, PARP and p-ERK with
inhibitor(s) removed for indicated timepoints (hrs) measured by WB analysis. GAPDH as loading
control.
(F) WB analysis of levels of indicated proteins in nuclear sub-fractions and whole cell lysates
(WCL) of highly addicted M249 DDR5 and M245 SDR4 with sta ble knockdown of AIF wt with
shRNA for 3 days prior to plating in the presence and absence of inhibitors for 3 days. (In
addition to knockdown with shVector or shAIF, M249 DDR5 line was genetically manipulated to
stably overexpress AIF wt or AIF del 543-559). GAPDH as loading control.
(G) Levels of indicated proteins measured by WB of highly addicted M249 DDR5 and M245
SDR4 lines with stable knockdown of H2AX in the presence and absence of inhibitors for 3
days. GAPDH as loading control.
(H-I) Level of apoptosis (%) measured annexin V staining in M249 DDR5 (H) and M245 SDR4
(I) stably knockdown or expressing genes aforementioned in (F) and (G) with or without
inhibitors for 6 days.
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(J-K) Rate of cell division measured by CFSE dye dilution in highly addicted lines with stable
knockdown and/or overexpression of AIF wt/del (J) or H2AX (K) with or without inhibitors for 6
days.
(L-M) Survival (%) measured by cell count in highly addicted lines with stable knockdown and/or
overexpression of AIF wt/del (L) or H2AX (M) with or without inhibitors for 6 days. (n=5;
normalization relative to treatment with inhibitors as 100%; means ± SDs; *p < 0.05,**p <
0.01,***p <0.001, based on ANOVA).
p38i SB203580
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Figure 5. Inhibiting DNA damage repair promote s cell death in MAPKi addiction
(A) WB analysis of p-H2AX in weakly addicted M229 DDR4 and SKMEL28 DDR1 treated with
DNA damage response ATM and PARP inhibitors at indicated concentrations for 3 days.
(B-C) % of apoptosis (B) and clonogenic survival (C) in weakly addicted M229 DDR4 and
SKMEL28 DDR1 treated with DNA damage response ATM and PARP inhibitors at indicated
concentrations in the presence and absence of MAPK inhibitors for 5 days.
(D) WB analysis of p-H2AX in weakly addicted lines with stable knockdown of BRCA1 with
shRNA treated with 2µM of PARPi in the presence and absence of BRAFi+MEKi for 3 days.
(E-F) % of apoptosis (E) and clonogenic survival (F) in weakly addicted lines with stable
knockdown of BRCA1 with shRNA treated with 2µM of PARPi in the presence and absence of
BRAFi+MEKi for 5 days.
ATMi KU-55933; PARPi Olaparib
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Supplementary Figure 1.
Heatmap showing the mRNA expression levels of genes up-regulated by at least two fold in all
four

off-drug

samples

compared

to
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their

respective

on-drug

samples.

Supplementary Figure 2.
(A) Vital imaging of weakly addicted lines, M229 DDR4 and SKMEL28 DDR1, with stable
knockdown of FRA-1 in the presence and absence of indicated treatments.
(B) Vital imaging of weakly addicted lines, M229 DDR4 and SKMEL28 DDR1, with stable
knockdown of FRA-1 and/or JunB with or without acute MAPKi .
(C) Microscopic imaging of highly addicted M249 DDR5 line with stable knockdown of FRA-1
with or without indicated MAPKi and/or p38i treatment.
(D) Vital imaging of highly addicted M249 with stable knockdown of vector or AIF wt with
additional stable overexpression AIF wt or AIF del 543-559 in the absence of inhibitors for 20
days.
(E) Microscopic imaging of M245 SDR4 with stable knockdown of AIF wt with shRNA in the
presence and absence of inhibitors.
(F) Vital imaging of highly addicted M249 DDR5 and M245 SDR4 lines with stable knockdown of
H2AX with or without inhibitors.
(G) Imaging of weakly addicted M229 DDR4 treated with DNA damage response ATM and
PARP nhibitors at indicated concentrations in the presence or absence of MAPKi.
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Supplementary Figure 3
(A) Level of mitochondrial ROS
induction, measured by mitoSOX, in
MAPKi-resistant lines with or without
acute inhibitor withdrawal for 3 days.
(B) Changes in mitochondrial mass,
measured by Nonyl Acridine Orange
(NAO), comparing weakly versus
strongly addicted cell lines, with
inhibitors withdrawn for 3 days.
(C)

Shifts

in

mitochondrial

membrane potential, measured by
DiOC2(3), in MAPKi-resistant lines,
in the presence or absence of
inhibitors for 3 days.
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Supplementary Figure 4.
% of cell death (A) and clonogenic survival (B) of highly addicted M249 DDR5 (A,B) and M245
SDR4 (B) treated with pan-caspase inhibitor, Z-VAD-Fmk, with or without acute inhibitor
withdrawal for 6 days.

Suplementary Figure 5.
(A) WB analysis of efficiency of stable knockdown of different shRNAs against BRCA1 in M229
DDR4 after 3 days of selection with puromycin.
(B) Survival (Fold Change-FC) measured by cell count in weakly addicted lines with stable
knockdown of BRCA1 for 6 days. (n=5; normalization relative to treatment with inhibitors as
control; means ± SDs; *p < 0.05,**p < 0.01,***p <0.001, based on ANOVA).
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